
 

Racism at the county level associated with
increased COVID-19 cases and deaths
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The COVID-19 pandemic has affected all people, but not necessarily in
the same way.
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Scientists have shown that racial and ethnic minorities are more likely
than white people to catch, be hospitalized because of and ultimately die
from the virus.

In explaining these findings, researchers often point to patterns within
society that advantage white people over racial and ethnic minorities.

These patterns reflect systemic racism or institutional racism. As Mary
Frances O'Dowd, a senior lecturer of Indigenous Studies at
CQUniversity Australia, explains, these refer "to how ideas of white
superiority are captured in everyday thinking at a systems level: taking in
the big picture of how society operates, rather than looking at one-on-
one interactions."

As researchers who study diversity and health, we put this idea to the test
. Specifically, we tested whether different forms of racism at the county
level were linked to COVID-19 cases and deaths. The answer is yes,
racism predicts COVID-19 outcomes, even after taking into account a
host of other health and demographic factors.

Update: @CDCgov got our request, and has adjusted its official
COVID-19 race/ethnicity mortality rates for age. The data show
that Black, Latino, and Native Americans are dying of
COVID-19 at a much higher rate than white Americans than they
previously indicated. https://t.co/LA8tvtOGu2 
pic.twitter.com/cvTNWdPoJL

— Elizabeth Warren (@SenWarren) December 2, 2020

Racism at the county level

We focused on two kinds of racial attitudes. The first, explicit,
represents those attitudes that people intentionally maintain. Here,
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people express negative attitudes toward a group, or toward people they
think belong to that group. An example came in Minnesota, where health
workers offering free COVID-19 testing were called various racial
epithets.

We also examined implicit racial attitudes. These are the automatic,
unintentional responses people have. Though they take a different form,
implicit racial attitudes can and do affect people's behaviors. A health-
related example comes when people make an automatic assumption that
"actual physicians or nurses" are white.

Most social science researchers focus on explicit and implicit attitudes
that individuals have and the way these attitudes influence individual
behavior and decisions. But, as it turns out, the relationship between
personal biases and subsequent behaviors is not necessarily a strong one.

A different story emerges, though, when looking at bias at the aggregate
level, or a broader view seen by bringing together various parts.

As University of North Carolina psychology professor Keith Payne and
his colleagues explain, people's social interactions, the media they
consume and other environmental cues are likely to influence their
attitudes about race. If this is the case, then racial attitudes captured at
aggregate level, whether a metropolitan area, county or state, reflect the 
bias of crowds.

Collective biases, more than individual ones, help to shape people and
systems. To illustrate, researchers have shown that community-level
racism can help explain racial gaps in preterm births and infant birth
weight, lethal force used by police, punishment in schools and reactions
to social justice movements, among others.

Extending this work, we focused on racial attitudes at the county level.
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We asked how the racial attitudes of the broader community influence
COVID-19 health-related outcomes.

Our study design

In our recent study, we collected data from a variety of publicly available
data sets. The racial attitude data came from a long-time Harvard study,
and the researchers post the data (without identifying information) 
online. This meant taking over 80,000 responses and aggregating these
data to the county level. We ultimately had data for 817 counties in the
U.S.

For COVID-19 cases and deaths, we relied on the data from USAFacts.
This is the same source the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
uses. We looked at the total cases and deaths from Jan. 22 through Aug.
31, 2020.

We also wanted to consider other factors that might impact the results,
all of which were publicly available. This included how county residents
rated their own health, if they had plenty of food, if they had health
insurance and their family income. We also accounted for county
demographics, including the residents' age, gender, race and ethnicity.

Racism and COVID-19

We found that, even after taking into account the health and
demographics of the county residents, explicit and implicit racial
attitudes were related to COVID-19 cases. The stronger the racism, the
more COVID-19 cases the county recorded.

Further, the relationship between racism and COVID-19 cases was
stronger when counties had a high number of Black residents. We also
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found that implicit racial attitudes predicted COVID-19 deaths. Again,
this was even beyond the effects of the health and demographic factors.

In short, racism at the county level was predictive of COVID-19 health-
related outcomes.

Implications

Our results provide clear evidence that county-level racism is linked with
COVID-19 health-related outcomes.

But why? We suggest that, when examined at the aggregate level, racial
attitudes reflect systemic forms of racism. They show the bias of crowds
and the deeper biases that are embedded in society. Systemic forms of
racism are those where values, policies and the ways we go about life are
structured in a way that advantage white people over racial and ethnic
minorities. Racial disparities in access to health, quality education, safe
housing, wealth and the criminal justice system are just a few indicators,
out of many.

Our study is not the only one to show the impact of racism on health-
related outcomes. Consider a recent study of machine learning. Here, the
researchers found that health inequalities over time resulted in
algorithms that were racially biased. The end result was that software
used to manage population health actually advantaged white people over
Black people.

And, as we noted before, county-level racism is linked with other health
outcomes, including mortality rates and infant health.

Public health implications
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Our results also underscore the importance of recognizing that racism is
a public health issue. A variety of organizations, like the American
Public Health Association and the American Medical Association, have
made statements to this effect.

We see many action steps to take.

First, health care providers should participate in regular training aimed at
recognizing their explicit and implicit racial biases. This is a necessary
first step toward reducing health inequalities among racial and ethnic
minority patients.

Beyond a focus on individual health care providers, local, county and
state governments can take steps to improve access and quality of health
care for all people.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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